Natural Stone Cladding System

Enhance your project with

The natural stone cladding collection
The armastone Collection offers a range of beautiful, textured natural stone finishes that
provide the perfect design feature. Both classical and contemporary, this 100% natural
stone, lightweight, modular system is simple and quick to install and suitable for both
interior and exterior applications.
Our collection has been carefully sourced to ensure we offer yet another high quality and
decorative range of products at competitive prices to our customers.

armastone is a real, natural, stacked
stone modular panel system designed to
be remarkably easy to fit, lightweight and
cost effective.
With an interlocking end system each panel can be slotted together to create a seamless
stone veneer, virtually eliminating any vertical joints.
Important features & benefits of armastone include:












Simple and quick to fit,
saving time and money
100% Natural Stone
Modular Interlocking
System
Lightweight
Thin cut and pretrimmed modular panels
fit tightly together to
create seamless
surfaces
Suitable for interior and
exterior applications
Can be fitted to most substrates including blockwork, render, backer-board, gypsum
fibre-board etc.
Easy to cut
Resistant to frost and thermal shock
Written Technical Information on panels and installation adhesives

armastone is suitable for use on internal and external walls.
Its natural stone interlocking ‘Z’ shape panels create focal points within projects and as
each stone tile is unique, the varying colours and characteristics they add beauty and
design. You should never compromise on quality when creating the most attractive features
in homes and gardens.

Our natural stone interlocking ‘Z’ shape panels stack seamlessly together to create
stunning and distinctive features without the need to employ professional labour or qualified
stonemasons.

armastone is the perfect solution for:
 Feature Walls
 Garden Walls
 Commercial Buildings

 External Walls
 Porches
 Fireplaces

The Collection
The armastone Natural Stone Cladding Collection has been specifically selected to provide
attractive, distinctive surfaces for every style of interior or exterior project

Bangor
Split Face Slate Stone
15X57cm

(ARMBAN01T)

Causeway
Split Face Quartzite Stone
15X57cm

(ARMCAU01T)

Errigal
Split Face Sand Stone
15X57cm

(ARMERR01T)

Mourne
Split Face Quartzite Stone
15X57cm

(ARMMOU01T)

Rathlin
Split Face Quartzite Stone
15X57cm

(ARMRAT01T)

Important Note: Variation in colour is a characteristic of natural stone products and all display samples
should be treated as indicative only.

Sperrin Black
Split Face Quartzite Stone
15X57cm

(ARMSPE01T)

Sperrin Galaxy
Split Face Quartzite Stone
15X57cm

(ARMSPE02T)

Causeway Split Face Quartzite Stone

Leading industry manufacturers Mapei and Fila have been engaged to professionally test
armastone products, create an M40 NBS 1232 Specification, and provide installation, maintenance
and care advice.

Installation Advice
The stacked stone modular panel system of armastone is
designed to be remarkably easy to fit, lightweight and
versatile.

Its interlocking end system ensures the panels slot together
to create a seamless stone veneer, virtually eliminating any
vertical joints.
In preparation for installation the substrate should be clean,
dry and suitable for receiving the natural stone panels.
armastone products should be checked for acceptable
colour and consistency prior to installation. Where possible,
products from different boxes should always be mixed
together during installation to achieve an acceptable blend
of colour.
When laying out in preparation for installation, start at the corners and work inwards until the
panels meet. Randomly alternate each row to conceal the joints. Do not stagger the joints in a
brick bonding style. Please see notes on Corner Panel Installations for clarification.

Example of back buttering a panel for fitting

As the back of the armastone panel
is not perfectly flat, it should be back
buttered with highly deformable
adhesive (C2TES1) during installation.
Back buttering is the process of
applying a scratch coat of adhesive on
the back of the tile to adhere to the
trowelled adhesive on the substrate.
When a panel is back buttered with
adhesive it makes it easier to achieve
the recommended coverage when the
product is fitted. It is always desirable
to achieve as close to 100% coverage
of adhesive as possible, and back
buttering the panels facilitates this
goal.

When installing armastone simply slide each panel, while maintaining consistent pressure,
20-25mm in a diagonal direction then back into its final position tightly beside the previously fitted
panel. No voids between the installed panel and substrate should remain. Periodically check this
by removing a panel to inspect the transfer of adhesive.

Mourne Split Face
Quartzite Stone

Corner Panel Installations
The armastone natural stone interlocking
panels are ideal for both internal and
external corner installations as highlighted
in Diagram No.1 (right).

Diagram 1

Inside Corner Installations
For inside corners the armastone natural stone panel can be mitred or cut and fitted tightly beside the
previously fitted panel.
Outside Corner Installations
For outside corners one armastone
natural stone panel should be cut in two
pieces at the desired length as shown on
Diagram No.2. Alternate the size of the cut
corner pieces to help stagger the joints for a
more natural effect.

The cut pieces of the panel can then be
finger joined around the outside corner as
shown in Diagram No.3.

To continue installation along the row from
the outside corner simply remove one
staggered end of the armastone natural
stone panel as shown on Diagram No.4 and
place directly adjacent to the corner piece
installed.

Remember to alternate the size of the cut
pieces to help stagger the joints.
Do not stagger the corner joints in a brick
fashion, but randomly alter the size of each
piece to conceal the joint patterns as shown
in Diagram No.5.

Diagram 2

Diagram 3

Diagram 4

Diagram 5

What substrates can armastone be installed on?
While armastone natural stone interlocking ‘Z’ shape panels are simple to fit, proper installation
techniques are essential to maintain the long term integrity of the wall features.

armastone has been tested by the world’s leading construction adhesive company, Mapei, to
create the best advice on the most suitable products for installing the system.
armastone can be fitted on solid block walls and most manufactured backer board substrates.
Each piece weighs between 3.0 - 3.6kg per each modular piece (totalling 34.5-41.5kg per m2), so it
is well within the recommended maximum weights per m2 for fixing to walls.
Please Note: It is not recommended to fit armastone to plywood or plasterboard substrates as it is
heavier than the maximum recommended weight limit for plywood at approximately 30kg/m² and
plasterboard at approximately 20-32kg/m² (BS 5385-1: Code of Practice for the design and
installation of internal ceramic and natural stone wall tiling and mosaics in normal conditions).
Where such conditions exist please use Tile Backer Board as a suitable alternative. See table
below.

Recommended adhesive for installation of armastone
armastone can be installed using a deformable (S1), improved (2) slip resistant (T) cementitious
adhesive (C) with extended open time (E) classified as C2TES1. Professionally tested M40
Installation Guides recommend using Mapei Keraflex Maxi Adhesive 20kg. Use either grey or white
adhesive to best suit the colour of the product being installed. Technical Data Sheets are available
on request.

TECHNICAL
PERFORMANCE
Technical Information





Type
Finish
Flat Panel Size
Thickness

Natural Stone
Matt
15x57cm
10-18mm

Various
Interior and Exterior Vertical






Colour
Application
Packaging
Weight



Plasterboard

Not Recommended (Max Weight of
Product Advisable per m2 = 32kg)




Render External
Foam-Cored
Tile Backing
Board

Yes
Yes

6 pcs/box; 288 pcs/crate
3.1-3.6kg Each / 34.5-41.5kg per m2

Suitable Substrates
In conjunction with BS 5385: Part 1
Not Recommended (max weight of

Gypsum Plaster
product advisable per m2 = 20kg
Not Recommended (max weight of

Plywood
product advisable per m2 = 30kg
Yes

Render Internal
Yes

Internal Blockwork
Yes

Cement Fibre Board

Fitting Considerations
Always ensure to allow new substrates to dry out by exposure to the air for not less than the following recommended drying times before fitting
armastone:
6 Weeks
2 Weeks

Concrete Blockwork

Rendering
6 Weeks

Brick Walls

M40 Installation Guide Available

Abrasion (Resistance to Wear)
CHARACTERISTICS
Average Wear .mm
Maximum Wear On Individual
Specimen.mm

VALUE
0.9-4.1
1.0-4.4

ASTM STANDARDS
IS 1237
GUIDELINES

Water Absorption
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Water absorption % by weight
Density (bulk specific gravity)

VALUE
0.07-1.0
2.36-2.45

ASTM STANDARDS
C-97
C-97

Resistance to Frost
FREEZE THAW TEST
-18°C to +32°C for 8 Hours. 5 Cycles

TEST STANDARD
ASTM D-5312-04

Sealing
Each armastone product has been scientifically tested by Fila Surface
Care Solutions, in its laboratory in Italy. A range of its anti-stain sealers
and natural stone colour enhancing products were tested on each
product and a test report was created (available on request).
As a natural stone product it is permeable. Treating armastone with a
stone sealer will provide you with peace of mind by eliminating naturally
occurring stone dust residue, preventing water or oil penetration,
enhancing the finish and providing long term protection of the beautiful
surfaces. However, it must be noted that sealing is not required for
every installation or environment. For example, it is not recommended
to seal natural stone products that are being installed in an external
environment. armastone is resistant to frost and thermal shock.

OBSERVATION
SPECIMEN NOT SHOWING SPLITTING
OR DISINTIGRATION

Armatile Contact Details
If you have any questions or queries
please do not hesitate to contact our
friendly and knowledgeable team

Design & Contracts Departments
Head Office - Armagh
T: 028 3752 1060
E: design@armatile.com

Showrooms
Armagh
Station Road Industrial Estate
Loughgall Road
Armagh
Northern Ireland
BT61 7NP
T: 028 3752 7007
E: armagh@armatile.com
Belfast
58 Boucher Crescent
Belfast
Northern Ireland
BT12 6HU
T: 028 9068 2752
E: belfast@armatile.com
Newry
Greenbank Industrial Estate
Ballinacraig Way
Newry
Northern Ireland
BT34 2QX
T: 028 3026 6021
E: newry@armatile.com

